
 

 

I. ABSTRACT 

 

Educational assessment is the systematic process of documenting and using empirical 

data on the knowledge, skill, attitudes, and beliefs to refine programs and improve 

student learning. (Wikipedia)  

Assessment is the process of gathering and discussing information from multiple and 

diverse sources in order to develop a deep understanding of what students know, 

understand, and can do with their knowledge as a result of their educational 

experiences; the process culminates when assessment results are used to improve 

learning process.  

 

II. Introduction 

Assessing learners during this new normal becomes one of the most challenging part for 

teachers as well as for learners on how they will perform and be graded, most especially for 

primary learners. Will this seesaw class become attainable and an easy access tool? Who 

are capable on using this platform? Can it be used by all teachers in different levels to assess 

learners? Will it help learners showcase their knowledge, skill, attitudes and beliefs in a more 

convenient way during this new normal? 



To cater the needs of primary learners on showcasing their knowledge, skill, attitudes, and 

beliefs in a more convenient way, they must be provided this platform that is applicable and 

considered as an easy access tool. 

These are the reasons why the researcher had an interest on conducting this research on 

how effective and efficient this seesaw class is as an e-journal and assessment tool. This will 

be through “Facilitating Assessment Graded Digital Portfolios of Learners Using Seesaw Class 

App”. 

 

III. Results  

The result was based on the performance-based and output-based result of Grade 1 and 

2 Online learners. Through the gathered datas of their assessment results, it implies that 

using seesaw class in assessing learners in distance learning is effective and efficient. It 

implicates that seesaw class helped learners achieved their goals which is to learn amidst 

the pandemic. Activities made easier for them through using the online platform. 

 

IV. Discussion 

The plan for action that come out with this idea was the thought of enabling every primary 

learners to benefit from high quality basic education services through facilitating assessment 

graded digital portfolios of learners using seesaw class application. 

Assessment in seesaw was accomplished through using different icons that serves as 

experiential learning which are as follows: (1) E - paper and e – pencil test – learners will write 

directly on the screen for their answers. (2) Performance-based activities through videos and 

voice recordings – learners can act, read a poem, sing and do other activities through the 

seesaw.  

The action research used seesaw class to gather/collect empirical data of learners and 

serve as workplace for learners. Grade 1 and 2 Online learners on school year 2020-2021 were 

the one had been assessed and used this platform.  



The best idea here was to make every learners become more independent. For them to 

do their activities with a minimal guidance of their guardians. This was achieved by the 

learners. 
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